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Renowned food and travel digital content creator James Thompson is a  

Sydney-born, London-based photographer who created the @food_feels  

Instagram account five years ago. With a love of everything from street  

food to Michelin-starred dining, James has a vast knowledge of the global  

culinary scene. Speaking about the collaboration, he said “Food and  

beverage are taken very seriously at Dorchester Collection, which is  

why it ’s such an honour to work with their team on the #DCmoments  

Food Guides and help their hotel guests navigate the incredible  

culinary scenes surrounding the legendary hotels.”
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WHERE TO GO FOR…
Breakfast
Fragments, Circus Bakery, Buvette, Mokonuts

Lunch
Racines, Bistrot Paul Bert, Mokonuts

Dinner
Racines, Bistrot Paul Bert

Date
Racines, Clamato, Ducasse sur Seine

Solo
Used Book Café, Circus Bakery, Beaupassage

Friends 
Benoit Paris, Bistrot Paul Bert, Clamato

Good nightlife
Buvette

Fine dining
Le Meurice, Hôtel Plaza Athénée

Making an impression
Le Meurice, Arpège, Restaurant David Toutain,  
Ducasse sur Seine, Hôtel Plaza Athénée

Coffee with friends
Fragments, Used Book Café, Beaupassage  

Traditional local cuisine
Benoit Paris, Bistrot Paul Bert

Relaxing
Used Book Café, Clamato 

Family
Beaupassage

Experimental
Arpège, Restaurant David Toutain, Hôtel Plaza Athénée

#DCMOMENTS



Benoit is one of Paris’s oldest  
bistros, which opened in 1912  
and remains as popular as ever. 
Marble walls, a warm setting and 
classic dishes from the original 
menu remain firm favourites.  
Highlights include crispy pig’s  
trotter terrine, escargot in garlic  
butter and herbs, and fine cheeses 
from across France. A great  
occasion if you’re around the  
edge of the Marais.

Ideal for:  
Traditional local cuisine, friends

20 rue Saint-Martin,  
4th arrondissement 

BENOIT PARIS







Located in the 1st arrondissement  
on the famous rue de Rivoli and 
across the road from the Tuileries 
Garden, Le Meurice holds one of  
the most commanding locations  
in the city of Paris. You’ll be struck  
by the feeling of luxury as you walk 
in past the grand dining room of  
Restaurant le Meurice Alain Ducasse 
and the Louis XVI interiors throughout. 
A very special place in Paris.

Ideal for:  
Fine dining, making an impression    

228 rue de Rivoli,  
1st arrondissement 

LE MEURICE 







Walk through 19th century passage 
des Panoramas and you’ll find  
Racines inside a former wine  
merchant (you’ll still read ‘Marchand 
de vin’ above the entrance as you 
walk in). An Italian restaurant with  
a small weekly-changing menu  
from a blackboard, the food here is 
phenomenal and it’s a perfect place 
to impress someone on date night.

Ideal for:  
Date, lunch, dinner

8 passage des Panoramas, 
2nd arrondissement 

RACINES







Fragments is located in the 3rd 
arrondissement in the quiet streets 
of the Marais. It’s a very popular 
breakfast spot with locals, with a 
menu that’s rarely changed over the 
years. Coffee and avocado toast are 
usually the go-to dishes, as well as 
a selection of pastries. Try and grab 
the table for two at the front.

Ideal for:  
Coffee with friends, breakfast

76 rue des Tournelles,  
3rd arrondissement 

FRAGMENTS





The little red car outside Merci in  
Paris is one of the most popular  
Instagram shots in the city. At the 
front of this beloved concept store, 
and run by the same team, is  
Used Book Café. If you’re looking  
for a coffee or afternoon break  
from walking around the Marais,  
find yourself a quiet corner in this  
delightful book café and order  
their gourmet scones.

Ideal for:  
Solo, coffee with friends, relaxing

111 boulevard Beaumarchais, 
3rd arrondissement 

USED BOOK CAFÉ







Circus has only been open since  
late 2018 and it’s already known  
as the go-to place for cinnamon 
buns in Paris. The charming bakery 
is located in the Latin quarter,  
down the road from Nôtre Dame. 
It’s not just cinnamon buns either – 
tarts, sourdough bread and their  
Instagram-famous pizzas keep  
visitors coming back for more. 

Ideal for:  
Solo, breakfast

63 rue Galande,  
5th arrondissement

CIRCUS BAKERY







Hidden in the 7th arrondissement 
since 2018 is Beaupassage, an  
outdoor courtyard filled with  
restaurants, patisseries and shops. 
The beautiful passage is the ideal 
foodie location with shops from  
Yannick Alléno, Anne-Sophie Pic  
and even a % Arabica coffee  
cart from Kyoto.

Ideal for:  
Solo, family, coffee with friends

53-57 rue de Grenelle,  
7th arrondissement

BEAUPASSAGE





A restaurant and a chef that need  
little introduction. Arpège is the 
three Michelin-starred restaurant  
by Alain Passard, who cooks with 
seasonal ingredients delivered  
daily, including vegetables from  
his kitchen gardens in western 
France. A couple of the most popular 
dishes are the beetroot tartare  
and Arpège egg.

Ideal for:  
Experimental,  
making an impression

84 rue de Varenne,  
7th arrondissement 

ARPÈGE







Restaurant David Toutain has one  
of the most attractive interiors in 
Paris, with dark woods, elegant 
furniture and natural light streaming 
through. David previously worked 
at Arpège until he opened his own 
restaurant that currently holds two 
Michelin stars. A strong focus on 
vegetables and seasonal produce 
with perfect attention to detail 
makes each dish a true Parisian 
gastronomic experience.

Ideal for:  
Experimental,  
making an impression

29 rue Surcouf,  
7th arrondissement 

RESTAURANT DAVID TOUTAIN 









Offering stunning views over  
the city and the Eiffel Tower,  
Hôtel Plaza Athénée is one of  
the most glamorous hotels  
in town. Afternoon tea at 
La Galerie is always a popular 
choice among visitors and locals.

Ideal for:  
Experimental, fine dining,  
making an impression 

25 avenue Montaigne,  
8th arrondissement 

HÔTEL PLAZA ATHÉNÉE 







Buvette Paris seems to be just as 
trendy here as the chain’s New York 
and Tokyo locations. The stylish 
South Pigalle café and bar has been 
running since 2012 and serves a 
vibrant menu of food and cocktails. 
Highlights for breakfast include  
their take on croque monsieur  
and waffles with berries.

Ideal for:  
Breakfast, good nightlife

28 rue Henry Monnier,  
9th arrondissement 

BUVETTE







If you’re looking to visit a classic 
bistro in Paris, this is a great option. 
You’ll find platters of oysters, steak 
frites, tarte tartin and crème  
caramel, as well as their board  
of specials highlighting the latest 
seasonal produce. Have a chat with 
owner Bertrand, who’s always happy 
to take you through his wine list. 

Ideal for:  
Traditional local cuisine,  
lunch, dinner, friends

18 rue Paul Bert,  
11th arrondissement 

BISTROT PAUL BERT 







Clamato is the sister restaurant  
and next-door neighbour of Septime. 
The popular seafood menu here 
highlights seasonal ingredients and 
only the freshest produce. Expect 
to see dishes such as cockles from 
Batz Sur Mer, whole sea bass from 
Oleron and the dessert that has  
never left the menu – maple syrup 
tart with whipped cream. After  
dinner, head across the road to  
sister bar Septime La Cave for  
a glass of wine. 

Ideal for:  
Relaxing, friends, date

80 rue de Charonne,  
11th arrondissement 

CLAMATO







A very popular neighbourhood café 
in the 11th arrondissement run by 
husband and wife team Moko and 
Omar. Here the pair are known for 
their delicious Middle-Eastern style 
dishes, homely ambience and the 
freshly-baked cookies made three 
times a day by Moko. A fun and cosy 
spot to enjoy some delicious food.

Ideal for:  
Breakfast, lunch

5 rue Saint-Bernard,  
11th arrondissement 

MOKONUTS







For a new way of cruising down the 
River Seine, chef Alain Ducasse has 
launched the first 100% electric boat 
in Paris, docked at the Port Debilly 
overlooking the Eiffel Tower. Enjoy 
a memorable dinner as you glide 
past many of the city’s most famous 
landmarks in style. 

Ideal for:  
Date, making an impression

19 port Debilly,  
16th arrondissement

DUCASSE SUR SEINE 






